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Quality
All our telecom network equipment has known
provenance and comes backed by the TXO
Certified Warranty for your total peace of mind.
We work to supply the most reliable, electronically

Why buy telecom network equipment
from TXO?
TXO Systems has been helping customers increase

functioning product available – our products are
screened and re-packed in new, unbranded ESD
packaging, ensuring they reach you in the best
possible condition.

profits, decrease expenses, and mitigate risk since
2005. Our ability to sell refurbished, used, recycled,
discontinued and new products that are in good

Customer Service & Product

working condition along with our reputation for

Knowledge

integrity, quality, and excellence is what sets us
apart from the rest.

TXO’s team has extensive product and technical
experience to quickly understand customers’
needs and provide a cost-effective solution.

Availability
With more than 800,000 telecom network parts
in stock, from the latest generations through to
legacy and end-of-life, TXO Systems is recognised
as a leader in fixed & mobile telecom parts supply.
Our inventory includes over 850 OEMs including
Nokia, Siemens, Alcatel-Lucent, Marconi, Ericsson,

Rapid Delivery
TXO’s large volume stock holding and quick
turnaround times mean that we can dispatch
same day. When and where possible, we will
dispatch orders immediately on receipt of a
purchase order.

Nortel, Ciena, Juniper, etc. spanning all telecom
domains including optical transport (SDH/SONET,
DWDM, OTN), routers and switches for core and
edge, 2G/3G/4G, servers and storage, and access
network and CPE.

Sustainable & Responsible Approach
TXO Systems is passionate about the circular
economy and is proud to help others take control
of their resources. TXO Systems is certified to ISO

Savings

9001, ISO 14001:2015, OHSAS 18001, ISO 27001,
TL 9000, AATF and WEEE compliant processes,

Our telecom network equipment typically
costs between 60–90% less than OEM list price
depending on the series and manufacturer of the
product, as well as the available supply.

this is all reflected in our CSR process by being a
Gold certified EcoVadis company.

